The storage of hazardous chemicals is closely related to the safety and well-being of the people and the city. Currently, the evenly lay the warehouse in a stacking way is widely used. Hence, the safety conditions especially the "5-distances" have become a key factor during safety monitoring. In this paper, safe storage distance detection based on binocular vision is studied, and a contour-based rapid corner detection method for stacking hazardous chemicals is proposed. This method uses a pre-processed image. First, an edge-thinning algorithm is used to reduce noise. The image then undergoes a hierarchical search and a two stage edge classification, the corners are determined based on the combination of the threshold and the angular coefficient. Experiments have shown that the accuracy of corner detection by this algorithm is 73%, and the time for single image processing is less than 250ms.
Introduction
Nowadays, the demand for warehouses for hazardous chemicals has increases dramatically as society develops; hazardous chemicals however pose a severe risk to public safety as such chemical are highly flammable, corrosive or even explosive. In light of these problems, there is an urgent need for an internal safety monitoring and warning system for safe storage of dangerous chemical [1] . The current monitoring system for hazardous chemical storage is based video surveillance [2] , it is unable to guarantee the absolute safety of chemicals warehouses, labour intensive, and does not provide real-time safety data. This method is inefficient and is not compatible with the informatization of modern cooperation. [3] is a rapidly developing branch of artificial intelligence. Three-dimensional measurement of binocular visions is extensively used and is a potential development direction for research on the image processing of hazardous chemicals storage. Stacking safety "5-distance"(stacking distance, wall distance, column spacing, lamp spacing and beam spacing) is an important factor in the safe storage of hazardous chemicals.
Machine vision
Aiming at this issue，a "Hazardous Materials Stacking distance detection and restoration system" based on binocular vision was designed; it is an effective means for monitoring the "5-distance"-one of the key elements to determine the shape of the image is corner detection. Therefore, with the combination of Hazardous Materials Stacking standard, this is formed by multiple lines. This paper presents a simple and effective corner detection algorithm using rapid detection method of image contour based on angle coefficient, accurately extracting the corner to complete the "5-distance", achieving three-dimensional restoration, realizing real-time monitoring and early warning.
For the corner issue, numerous scholars have devised a variety of detection methods. Corner detection algorithm based on the image edge contour first extracts the edge mapping of the input image and then detects the angle and point by analysing the shape information of the edge contour. Mokhtarian and Suomela [4] have proposed a classical angle and point detection algorithm based on the curvature-scale space; however, it is difficult to determine the threshold. Wang Zhan [5] used a set of self-similar binary Gabor wavelet transform filters to divide the entire frequency domain into multiple sub-bands from high frequency to low frequency , and to differentiate the output of the filter at two different scales and determine the whether it is the angle and point .
Awrangjeb and Lu [6] proposed a multi-chordal corner detection algorithm based on chord-point distance accumulation (CPDA), which does not utilize any first-order and second-order derivatives leading to better noise robustness. Michał Choraś [7] proposed a human body recognition method based on the human ear image; it performs the contour detection algorithm, normalizes the coordinates and used invariant geometric methods to detect the feature points.
Stacks usually consist of of standard containers(cuboids, cubes) and have basic features such as corners of line segments .The distance can be accurately determined based on the corner points, thus a contour-based corner point extraction method is proposed and using edge segmentation angle coefficient classification algorithm to extract corners of hazardous chemicals stacks can improve the accuracy and speed of corner extraction and have important research significance for subsequent stereo matching, distance monitoring and 3D restoration.
Image Pre-processing
The goods in hazardous chemicals warehouse mainly store in the tank body .Due to the complexity of the background environment and the noise of the body itself, in order to reduce the analysis complexity and improve the accuracy of the measurement system, the images need to be pre-processed to ensure the subsequent images analysis. Tank body shape is standardized, the process shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . Image pre-processing.
First of all, in order to reduce the interference of objects background such as cylinders and walls, the ROI region is extracted from the background difference [8] , which needs input images of the tank body as background to be measured, thereby reducing the background noise. Secondly, it undergoes a median filter [9] to obtain a smooth image. The Median filter is a classical non-linear smoothed noise processing method, which can overcome the ambiguity of the image detail caused by the linear filter, and is the most effective way for filtering pulse interference and particle noise; it is often used for protecting the edge information. It is an effective means in processing the noises caused by the text and images on the container body. As the image is affected by various subjective and objective factors, there will be a difference between the acquired image and the actual need, this may cause the image signal to be weaker Hence, image enhancement is needed, histogram equalization correction is used to create an image with the desired grey-scale distribution, this highlights the required image features. The image binarization is then started [10] using OTSU [11] to realize image segmentation. Finally, the image Canny edge [12] detection contour extraction operation can be in conducted. Experimental results are shown in 
Corner Extraction Algorithm
Cabinet surfaces in hazardous chemicals warehouse are influenced by the lighting, colour, text, etc. If grey scaling of the corners is carried out, it will have a greater noise value and interference, and according to the actual situation, a large number of pictures are need to be done, so to improve efficiency is also necessary.
The pixel value distribution of image outline is more regular, concentrated, and discrete distribution. The angle coefficient between the image coordinates where the pixel values are located represents the trend of the line segment. The first pixel coordinates After binarization, the number of useful pixels in the image is relatively small, but there are still many interfering points affecting the judgment and the rate of decrease. Thinning means using a thin line to represent the thick edge, but the image texture connectivity should be maintained. The HSCP [13] algorithm processes iterative loop ergodicity focuses on a '8 -connected region' of pixel, which can prevent the edge details from being excessively removed and maintain the continuity of the original edge, but the algorithm is computationally intensive. Stacked contour image is more standardized, the outline is relatively clear, and simple refinement can achieve the desired purpose. However, the mean refinement or median refinement has an impact on the subsequent judgment of the angular coefficients. Therefore, the "two-in-four normalization" refinement rule is selected based on the multiple sets of contour images, and the excess noise of the edge lines is removed, More useful information can be stored, the schematic shown in Fig. 4. 
Edge Thinning

Layered Search
After the edge refinement of the image, extraction of the pixel value coordinates can be processed using the hierarchical search method. Generally, multiple contour boxes will be involved in the image, and the operation need to carried out on two adjacent two pixel coordinates for it to be meaningful. Therefore, the search cannot be ergodic and must be regular. Hierarchical search algorithm will detect the first value according to the neighbourhood gradient as a corner point, using the search box from top to bottom, from left to right, as shown in Fig. 5 .The experimental results show that when there is no pixel value in 15 * 15 region, it can be noise point. The first layer search is completed, setting the pixel point to 0, and process next level search. And so on.
Fig. 5. Search diagram.
When the search is complete, the order coordinates of the corresponding pixels are obtained. The calculation of Angle coefficient of adjacent coordinates is carried out. 
Two Level Edge Classification
After the secondary section, the first level of excess Angle is removed, and the accuracy is improved.
Corner Determination
Secondary classification of pixels for preservation, the adjacent coordinates are compared, as shown in formula (3)(4).The final angular coordinates are obtained within the tolerance range.
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Based on the coordinates of single-layer pixel points obtained by hierarchical search, the angular coefficient 1 tan tan n ……  is calculated. As shown in formula (1) . The positive and negative slopes are then added up to remove the raised part k +k =0 i i+ 1
. Due to the process of refinement and searching, the angular coefficient value is obtained is more normalized. The positive and negative values of tan  and the infinite values will segment the line, the head and tail coordinates are obtained, this is the first segment.
The adjacent values tan  and sections less than the threshold T are categorized to obtain a new set of pixel coordinates. This is the second subsection. As shown in formula (2 (4) The threshold of two adjacent coordinates in the equation is set to 25. In the allowable error, the mean operation of the two coordinates is performed, and the number of error corners is greatly reduced.
The process is accomplished by edge refinement, hierarchical search, two-level classification, and corner point determination. The operation diagram is shown in Fig. 6 . For the sake of convenience, a triangle taken as an example. 
Analysis of Experimental Results
In the laboratory environment, the two-megapixel CMOS binocular camera is placed, and a box with dimensions 130×80×90mm is used, it is set up in a 2×1×1m simulated warehouse environment, and the image processing of a 100 different stacking combinations is completed. In this paper, the evaluation index ACU (accuracy) criterion [14] and the actual running time of the algorithm are used for comprehensive evaluation. The principle of ACU is shown in formula (5) . Table  1 . (14) " denotes the Angle of the contour plot, the rest is shown above. The related images are shown in Fig. 7 . The evaluation results are shown in Table 2 . The results shows based on contour point detection, the detection of grey value have increased by 6 %, the algorithm in this paper shows an improvement by 9 % compared to other algorithms, and the effect on time was significantly reduced by 500ms running time.
Conclusion
In the use of binocular vision to monitor the safe stacking distance of hazardous chemicals, the corner extraction can be regarded as a key link during the process of image processing of stacking distance monitoring and three-dimensional restoration of the cargo. In this paper, a quick detection method based on the corner coefficient of the contour is proposed. After the edge refinement, hierarchical search and two-level edge classification, the determination of the threshold of corner detection can be realized. Experiments show that this algorithm can effectively improve the efficiency and recognition accuracy; his proves significant to research involving stereo matching and distance measurement. The next step is to study the correlation between the noise generated in the pre-processing images and the corner recognition algorithm leading a further optimized algorithm.
